We demonstrate a dynamic surface plasmonic modulation of graphene-nanowire hybrid structures in visible light range, which was thought to be a tough task for graphene based field effect transistor modulator previously. Static modulation depth of as high as 0.07 dB/μm has been achieved experimentally. Carefully simulation indicates the strongly focused electromagnetic field and dramatically enhanced electric field at the interface between a silver NW and a graphene sheet are key roles for bringing the optical response of the device to the visible range. Furthermore, the modulation behaviors near the Dirac point of monolayer graphene and the singularity of gap-induced bilayer graphene are investigated.
light, due to its fast carrier velocity and the low carrier scattering rate at room temperature [13] [14] [15] . In the past few years, graphene-based infrared and terahertz modulators have been reported by controlling the electronic structure of graphene [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Most recently, electrical controlled plasmonic scattering resonance has been demonstrated using the hybrid graphene/metal-nanostructure [23] [24] [25] . Active tunability of plasmonics transmission has also been achieved by coupling plasmons to optically active materials [26, 27] . To our best knowledge, there are few reports on electrical tuning of optical frequency (including visible to near-infrared) SPPs transmission using field effect transistor (FET) structure, because of the extreme challenge due to weak free electron responses, huge transmission losses in this spectra range and the limited carrier concentration achieved before the breakdown of the insulator layer in FET structure.
Here we report electric tuning of plasmonic behavior in a graphene-nanowire (graphene-NW) hybrid structure, in which the modulation is achieved through effectively tuning the Fermi level (E f ) of graphene by an externally applied gate voltage. Careful simulation indicates the charge distribution in the graphene is altered by the silver nanowire, which makes the charge density much higher around the vicinity of the nanowire approaching 14 2 0.921 10   cm . It was thought to be a tough task for graphene based FET modulator and only be achieved by high capacitance ion gel previously [28, 29] . We also compare the electrical controlling properties of SPPs based on monolayer and bilayer graphene, especially investigate the modulation behavior near the Dirac point of monolayer graphene and the singularity of gap-induced bilayer graphene. The theoretical calculation using the local random phase approximation (RPA) and the tight-binding model shows excellent agreement with experimental results. Figure 1a shows schematic diagram of our device structure. A single layer of graphene fabricated using exfoliation method [30] is first transferred onto the top of a 300-nm-thick SiO 2 layer of a silicon wafer. The graphene is slightly p-doped because of the exposure to oxygen and moisture during the fabrication process of the device [31] . Then the silicon layer and the graphene sheet are connected to a picoammeter (KEITHLEY 6487) for applying bias voltage and electrical measurement. A 500-nm-diameter silver NW is finally placed on the graphene sheet, with its launching port placed outside the graphene sheet to ensure that the coupling efficiency will not be affected by the variation of the absorption of graphene under modulation [middle inset of Fig.  1(a) ]. It is possible that silver NW may have direct carrier transferring into graphene considering their work function. In our experiments, the silver NW and graphene are physically contacted. According to the density function theory [32] , the carrier transferring between the silver NW and graphene will pull down the Fermi level of the naturally p-doped graphene and keep it p-doped. Thus, the carrier transfer will not vary the doping condition and could be neglected in analyzing and simulation. A 659-nm-wavelength laser is used to excite SPPs in silver NWs on the graphene sheet through a 100× high numerical aperture (NA=0.9) objective [Supplemental Material [33] , Fig. S1 ]. The focused light is scattered into guided modes transmitted by the silver NW as SPPs [upper right inset of Fig. 1(a) ]. The output light is detected by a CCD located on top of the structure. The measured stability of the system shows the time dependent fluctuation of the laser intensity used in the experiments is less than 1% [Supplemental Material [33] , Fig. S2 ]. The monolayer graphene is confirmed by Raman spectroscopy (532-nm-wavelength laser pumping) from the G-peak and 2D-peak features in Fig. 1(b) [34, 35] . And the graphene Fermi level can be tuned by applying a driving voltage on it, thus the total transmission can be modulated electrically. With the current structure design, the modulation depth, which is the logarithm of the ratio of the output light normalized to the NW length under bias voltage to its unbiased level, is as high as 0.07 dB/μm. The total modulation depth of our modulator will reach 3 dB if the interaction distance exceeds 40 μm. Additionally, comparison experiments are carried out on a SiO 2 -Si structure without graphene and SiO 2 -Si structure with gold film instead of graphene. No electrical modulation is achieved under the same measurement conditions, which indicates that graphene plays an important role in the modulation process [Supplemental Material [33] , Fig. S3 ].
Carefully analyzing the static electro-optical response of the device, we find that the response curve can be divided into three parts, region I, II and III, respectively. When the device is driven with large positive bias voltage (region I, V D >20 V, the graphene sheet is injected with abundance holes), a sharp increase of the transmission is observed. In this range, the Fermi level is pulled down. Because the occupation density decreases sharply above the Fermi level [14] , when the Fermi level is lower than half of the photon energy, there will be hardly any electron transition due to photon excitation, thus the absorption of the graphene will be decreased and the SPP transmission will be increased. When the device is driven at large negative voltage (region III, V D < -30V, the graphene sheet is injected with abundance electrons), the Fermi level surpasses the Dirac point. And when it is higher than half of the photon energy, all electron states interacting with incident photons will be occupied. Owing to the conservation of momentum and limited phonon energy, the newly occupied electrons at high levels of the linear band cannot be excited to even higher levels. Thus, the graphene appears transparent. Theoretically, a sharp increase of transmission should be observed at Fermi level E f = ±hν/2. However, in reality, defects in the graphene and natural doping will make the transition broaden and shift to higher voltage [19] . When the device is driven under low driving voltages (region II, -30 V < V D < 20 V), the absolute value of the Fermi level is lower than half of the photon energy and interband transition occurs. According to previous reports [19] , the optical transition in this range is insensitive to the driven voltage V D . However, in experiments, we find the transmissivity depends on V D and there is a minimum value near the Dirac point. In order to understand the modulation behavior in range II, we calculate the absorbance A near the Dirac point using the optical conductivity of graphene as a function of Fermi level E f [36] [37] [38] Fig. 2(b) , where A and A 0 represent the absorption under the driving voltage and E f =0 eV. In this plot, the Fermi level, expressed in unit of eV, can be regarded as a characterization of the driving voltage. It can be seen that the minimum transmissivity occurs at E f = 0 eV. Therefore, there may exist a transmissivity valley near the Dirac point. The calculation also predicts that this transmission decrease will be more obvious in the infrared range.
It is noting that pushing the Fermi level of graphene to visible range is a very tough task for FET-like structures and it can only be achieved by liquid ion gel by utilizing its extremely high 4 capacitance density so far [28, 29] . The charge accumulated at about 20-30 V using a 300 nm SiO 2 as dielectric layer is not sufficient to shift the Fermi level enough for 659-nm-wavelength light according to the intuition expression [19] . However, the structure used in our experiments is fundamentally different from previous works [19] . Theoretical simulation shows the introduction of Ag NW on graphene will confine the light strongly at the interface and alter the charge distribution in graphene simultaneously. From the simulation shown in Fig. 3 , we see that the electromagnetic energy is concentrated at the interface of the Ag NW and the graphene sheet, so that shifting the Femi level of graphene will greatly affect the interaction between graphene and SPPs through Pauli Blocking [39] . Besides the light confinement effect, electric field confinement effect under the Ag NW is very important for bringing the optical response of the device to the visible range. The simulation in Fig. 4 indicates the charge density around the vicinity of the NW is much higher than other areas (about two orders of magnitude/total effective area) due to different material properties of graphene and silver. We can use the equation
En [19, 29] Additionally, we compare the modulation behavior of bilayer and monolayer graphene. Figure 5 (a) shows the modulation experiments based on a bilayer graphene. We identify the number of the layers of graphene by Raman spectroscopy (using 532-nm-wavelength laser pumping) [34, 35] , as displayed in Fig. 5(b) . The bilayer graphene still have the absorption tunability, and the trend at large negative (region IV) and positive voltage (region I) is similar to the monolayer's. However, some highly repeatable difference exists at low driving voltage. There are two minimum value rather than one minimum value near E f =0 eV (region II and III). The two transmissivity valley may be attributed to the bandgap induced by the driving voltage or impurities in the bilayer graphene [40] . The bilayer graphene has the shoulder-like band structure and two singularities near the zero momentum [ Fig. 5(d) ]. This singularity has the similar properties as the Dirac point, which plays an important role in the modulation process [40] . Calculation results in Fig. 5(c) predict that the transimissivity will have two valleys near two singularities [see Supplemental Material [33] , section 5].
In summary, we achieved visible range SPP modulation through the strong light field and electric field dual-enhancement at the interface of Ag NW and the graphene sheet. The device we fabricated can operate as a 3 dB SPP modulator with a 40-μm-length silver NW. Moreover, the investigation of the modulation behavior provides further understanding of the properties of graphene in the vicinity of the Dirac point and singularity, which may suggest the possibility to realize electrically controlled electron-phonon coupling in graphene [41] . As the SPP mode area can be further squeezed, our device may provide a way of fabricating ultra-compact nanophotonic devices and may find its applications in integrated optical circuits, nanoscaled laser sources, and optical communications etc. Besides, our device has the potential for dynamic operation and the bandwidth could approach gigahertz when the capacitance of the device is smaller than 0.1 pF.
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